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Abstract. Residents often rely on newspapers and television to gather hyperlocal news for
community awareness and engagement. More recently, social media have emerged as an
increasingly important source of hyperlocal news. Thus far, the literature on using social
media to create desirable societal beneﬁts, such as civic awareness and engagement, is
still in its infancy. One key challenge in this research stream is to timely and accurately distill information from noisy social media data streams to community members. In this
work, we develop SHEDR (social media–based hyperlocal event detection and recommendation), an end-to-end neural event detection and recommendation framework with a particular use case for Twitter to facilitate residents’ information seeking of hyperlocal events.
The key model innovation in SHEDR lies in the design of the hyperlocal event detector
and the event recommender. First, we harness the power of two popular deep neural network models, the convolutional neural network (CNN) and long short-term memory
(LSTM), in a novel joint CNN-LSTM model to characterize spatiotemporal dependencies
for capturing unusualness in a region of interest, which is classiﬁed as a hyperlocal event.
Next, we develop a neural pairwise ranking algorithm for recommending detected hyperlocal events to residents based on their interests. To alleviate the sparsity issue and improve
personalization, our algorithm incorporates several types of contextual information covering topic, social, and geographical proximities. We perform comprehensive evaluations
based on two large-scale data sets comprising geotagged tweets covering Seattle and Chicago. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our framework in comparison with several
state-of-the-art approaches. We show that our hyperlocal event detection and recommendation models consistently and signiﬁcantly outperform other approaches in terms of precision, recall, and F-1 scores.
Summary of Contribution: In this paper, we focus on a novel and important, yet largely
underexplored application of computing—how to improve civic engagement in local
neighborhoods via local news sharing and consumption based on social media feeds. To
address this question, we propose two new computational and data-driven methods: (1) a
deep learning–based hyperlocal event detection algorithm that scans spatially and temporally to detect hyperlocal events from geotagged Twitter feeds; and (2) A personalized
deep learning–based hyperlocal event recommender system that systematically integrates
several contextual cues such as topical, geographical, and social proximity to recommend
the detected hyperlocal events to potential users. We conduct a series of experiments to
examine our proposed models. The outcomes demonstrate that our algorithms are signiﬁcantly better than the state-of-the-art models and can provide users with more relevant information about the local neighborhoods that they live in, which in turn may boost their
community engagement.
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result of drops of social capital in contemporary America communities (Putnam 2000). He argues that social
capital is vital to the life and health of a community,
because “it has many features that help people translate aspirations into realities” (Putnam 2000, p. 228).

Recent years have witnessed a dramatic decline of
neighborliness, civic engagement, and volunteerism in
society (Stolle and Hooghe 2005). Famed sociologist
Robert D. Putnam characterizes such decline as the
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According to Putnam, social capital widens the awareness of individuals’ mutual connectivity, which ultimately enhances a nation’s civic and democratic
institutions. Further, social capital can lead to more bipartisan attempts to addressing societal issues which,
in turn, can help improve social environments, such as
safer neighborhoods.
One way to improve the social capital of local communities is through local information sharing. In fact,
accessing information about local communities has
been widely regarded as an important indicator of
community awareness and engagement (Putnam
2000). At the conceptual level, this perspective resonates with the concept of hyperlocal news, which refers
to geographically bounded news most relevant to local community members. For example, Metzgar et al.
(2011, p. 774) use several criteria to quantify hyperlocal news operations such as “geographically-based,
community-oriented, original-news-reporting organizations indigenous to the web and intended to ﬁll perceived gaps in coverage of an issue or region and to
promote civic engagement.”
For a long time, to access hyperlocal news, local residents have relied on local newspapers, TV, and radio
as the primary sources. More recently, social media
platforms such as Twitter have emerged as an important tool for hyperlocal news (Carroll et al. 2011).
Compared with the aforementioned traditional sources, Twitter has several unique features worth consideration. First, eyewitnesses can report and broadcast
hyperlocal news on social media before traditional
news outlet can, thanks to social media’s ubiquity and
immediacy. Thus, residents can obtain important news
about their community in a timelier fashion. Moreover,
social media enable the seamless integration of consumption, connection, and interaction. Since hyperlocal news is mostly peer-generated by, consumed by,
and shared by residents of a local community, social
media can effectively create an interactive environment for them to access the hyperlocal news. Despite
these beneﬁts, social media data are known to be highly noisy, posing signiﬁcant challenges to individuals in
effectively extracting high-quality information. Therefore, it is no surprise that a majority of local residents
still rely on traditional sources such as TV and newspapers as their primary channels for hyperlocal information (Tezon 2003).
The primary goal of this paper is to develop a computational framework for extracting relevant, highquality hyperlocal content from a noisy Twitter
stream to facilitate resident’s information-seeking of
hyperlocal news, which can potentially improve their
civic awareness and engagement. In particular, we focus on hyperlocal events, that is, events that happen in
local communities. There are several motivations behind our consideration. First, various prior research
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has shown that hyperlocal events are the most important and sought-after information in hyperlocal news
(e.g., Xia et al. 2014). For instance, through a largescale study, Farnham et al. (2015) categorized the
tweets’ topics that mention local communities into 14
categories and found that the most popular category
is about a current event or happening in the neighborhood (corresponding to 29% of tweets that they analyzed). On the other hand, citizen journalism, deﬁned
as public citizens who actively report, collect, analyze,
and disseminate news information, has become the
main driving force in hyperlocal news production
(Bowman and Willis 2003). Compared with traditional
professional journalism, citizen journalists mostly focus on news about daily life such as events happening
in the community (Bruns et al. 2008). Finally, local residents frequently interact with others about local
events in terms of reporting and disseminating information about these events on Twitter (Masden et al.
2014). In sum, hyperlocal events matter to local community members and citizen journalists signiﬁcantly.
Technically, it is very challenging to detect and recommend hyperlocal news to residents for several reasons.
First, detecting hyperlocal events requires considering
not only temporal patterns but also spatial circumstances—two important dimensions that characterize a hyperlocal event (Lee and Sumiya 2010). Previous studies
tried to detect local events on Twitter by simple measures such as the burstiness in the number of tweets at a
place during a short time period (Lee and Sumiya 2010,
Zhang et al. 2016). However, burstiness does not sufﬁciently indicate a hyperlocal event. Some instances of
burstiness are expected routine patterns, such as a large
number of tweets posted near a coffee shop every early
morning. In addition, without considering the geographical aspect, nationwide events (e.g., a Super Bowl
game) may also cause unusual tweet volume all over local places occasionally. Finally, the sheer number of
available hyperlocal events, especially in local communities with dense populations, may cause the information
overload, thus undermining local residents’ capability of
accessing the events that they are most interested in.
In this work, we propose SHEDR: a social media–
based hyperlocal event detection and recommendation
framework. Our framework has three main components, namely, a tweet fetcher, a hyperlocal event detector, and a hyperlocal event recommender. First, the
fetcher tessellates a region of interest by dividing space
into small and disjoint cells in terms of hierarchical triangular mesh for retrieving and aggregating geotagged tweets. After that, the detector scans over those
cells and ﬁnds ones that exhibit spatiotemporal unusualness with respect to the number of geotagged tweets
and considers them prospective hyperlocal events. Finally, the event recommender brings order to those
events with a ranking procedure catering to a potential
user’s own interest.
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Our key technical contributions in this work lie in the
design of the event detector and the event recommender.
First, we harness the power of two popular deep neural
network models, the convolutional neural network
(CNN) and long short-term memory (LSTM), to build a
novel joint CNN-LSTM model to capture spatiotemporal dependencies for predicting the expected tweet
volume from a region of interests at a given time. The
predicted value is then compared with the actual volume of tweets to determine if the actual volume is unusual, indicating that a spike exists. Whereas various
CNN-LSTM architectures have been proposed and applied to some computer vision and natural language
processing problems (Donahue et al. 2015, Wang et al.
2016), to the best of our knowledge, we are the ﬁrst
work in the literature to develop a CNN-LSTM model
for detecting hyperlocal events. More importantly, previous CNN-LSTM models rely on full CNN models.
However, a full CNN cannot model spatial correlation
of entire regions in our scenario. Instead, we propose a
localized CNN architecture to characterize the spatial
inﬂuence of nearby neighbors to the target region of interest, given the ﬁrst law of geography, that is, “near
things are more related than distant things” (Tobler
1970, p. 236). Also, unlike previous models, which focused squarely on detecting events based on anomalies
in temporal patterns of tweets of a location (Krumm
and Horvitz 2015, Wei et al. 2019), our algorithm also
considers the novelty of the events to mitigate the effects of global events or routine events. Next, we develop a clustering-classiﬁcation algorithm to group the
unusualness into event clusters and classify if a spatiotemporal unusualness is indeed a hyperlocal event.
Finally, in the event recommender component, we develop a novel deep learning–based pairwise ranking model.
To improve personalization, our model incorporates several types of contextual information, including the social
proximity derived from the user’s and the hyperlocal
event participants’ Twitter proﬁles, the geographical
proximity according to the locations of the user and the
event, and topical proximity based on the matching of
the user’s interest topics and the event’s topics.
We perform comprehensive evaluations based on
two large-scale data sets of geotagged tweets covering
areas of Seattle and Chicago. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our framework in comparison with several
state-of-the-art approaches. We show that our hyperlocal event detection and recommendation algorithms
consistently and signiﬁcantly outperform other approaches in terms of precision, recall, and F-1 scores.

2. Background
2.1. Hyperlocal News and Citizen Journalism
Hyperlocal news refers to geographically bounded news
that is most relevant to local communities. Metzgar
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et al. (2011, p. 774) use six criteria to quantify hyperlocal news operations such as “geographically-based,
community-oriented, original-news-reporting organizations indigenous to the web and intended to ﬁll perceived gaps in coverage of an issue or region and to
promote civic engagement.” Traditionally, professional journalists are the main producer of hyperlocal
news. Most recently, citizen journalism, deﬁned as
public citizens who actively report, collect, analyze,
and disseminate news information, has become the
main driving force in hyperlocal news production
(Bruns et al. 2008). There are several differences between professional journalism and citizen journalism
in hyperlocal news. For example, based on a case study
of the Belgian newspaper Het Belang van Limburg’s hyperlocal news project, D’heer and Paulussen (2013)
found that, while factual news such as crimes is mainly
produced by professional journalists, citizen journalists often report soft news about community events.
2.2. Technologies for Facilitating Hyperlocal
News and Citizen Journalism
With the growing popularity of online communities
and social networking platforms such as Twitter and
Facebook, there has been a growing interest in understanding how technology strengthens community image, enhances residents’ awareness, and promotes civic
engagement (López and Farzan 2015).
The emergence of social media has generated a profound impact on various organizations and society and,
recently, has led to research efforts on utilizing social
media for the purpose of community awareness and
participation (Xia et al. 2014). Due to social media being
naturally noisy, Virtual Town Square and Whoo.ly
have developed various methods to extract relevant
and meaningful information from tweets to improve
community engagement (Han et al. 2014, Hu et al.
2013). Such social media–enabled tools have shown a
positive impact on civic engagement and community
awareness (Farnham et al. 2015).
Our work builds upon and advances the objectives
of the extant stream of literature. In particular, we
focus on hyperlocal events, as they represent the
most important and popular hyperlocal content. We
develop an end-to-end deep learning–based hyperlocal event and recommendation framework on
Twitter to facilitate a local resident’s information
seeking of hyperlocal events and, in turn, enhance
her or his engagement within the local community.
Our key technical contributions in this work include
a novel hyperlocal event detection component and a
novel event recommendation component that can be
readily applied to social media data. We next discuss
related prior work.
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2.3. Event Detection and Recommendation from
Social Media
Automated event detection from social media has been
a popular research topic in the technical research communities. In general, there are two main approaches:
unspeciﬁed and speciﬁed event detection. An unspeciﬁed event refers to an event without prior information
(e.g., when and where the event will happen). A typical
approach detects an event via monitoring temporal signals, such as a sudden increase in the use of speciﬁc
words (e.g., gunshots) in a social media stream. After
that, these words will be grouped into events and classiﬁed into different event categories (Atefeh and
Khreich 2015). Conversely, a speciﬁed event means an
event for which prior information, such as venue, time,
and description, is given. Thus, speciﬁed event detection approaches essentially detect an event by extracting the event’s related information to augment the
event (Becker et al. 2012).
Notably, whereas tweets that share a common topic
within a period often represent an event, such an
event is not necessarily a “local” event. Thus, existing
event detection approaches, regardless of being a
speciﬁed or unspeciﬁed approach, may not be suitable
for detecting local events. In recent years, there has
been an emerging stream of works on detecting local
events on social media. Two popular approaches are
typically used to detect an event. The ﬁrst one is
through examining the tweets’ content. For example,
EvenTweet detects events based on temporal bursty
keywords (Abdelhaq et al. 2013). Similarly, GeoBurst
uses a prespeciﬁed circle and computes the coherence
of tweets originating within the circle to form local
event clusters (Zhang et al. 2016). The second approach is based on anomaly detection. For example,
Eyewitness and DeLLe consider tweet volume spikes
as potential local events by comparing the predicted
values with the observed values (Krumm and Horvitz
2015, Wei et al. 2019).
Compared with these approaches, our approach
has several novel aspects. First, text processing on
tweet content is a known challenge task due to Twitter’s short format and irregular linguistics. Our approach does not rely on the text content of tweets to
detect hyperlocal events, which avoids expansive
processing of text data; instead, we use text only for
clustering and classiﬁcation in a postprocessing step
to ﬁlter out the event. We later show that our model
can signiﬁcantly outperform those text content-based
approaches. Second, compared with traditional anomaly detection-based approaches, our joint CNN-LSTM
event detection model does not scan the entire region
of interests; rather, it scans just a few regions based on
temporal dependency via LSTM and spatial dependency via a localized CNN. Thus, our model can reduce unnecessary noise and, therefore, generate more
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accurate predictions. Plus, our approach can detect
multiple local events from a region in a principled
manner, whereas the aforementioned approaches can
detect only one single event. Thus, our approach is
more robust and provides more practical value in
identifying hyperlocal events.
On the other hand, there is also a rich body of literature on recommender systems. Traditional recommendation tasks focus primarily on recommending items
such as products, points of interest, or people. Compared with traditional recommendation tasks, event
recommendation, let alone hyperlocal event recommendation, has received much less attention. The
event recommendation problem is challenging, because events are short-lived and typically not known
in advance. Both content-based techniques and collaborative ﬁltering techniques have been proposed (Liu
et al. 2012). Our work differs from prior research by
focusing on recommending hyperlocal events. Further, our recommendation framework is built on a
deep learning–based pairwise ranking model, which
extends the generalized matrix factorization, thus providing both linearity and nonlinearity for much better
expressiveness in the recommendation tasks. Further,
our algorithm exploits a wide range of contextual data
related to local community and local events such as
user proﬁle, geographical event information, as well
as social connections between the focal user and event
participants to enhance the model performance.

3. SHEDR: A Social Media–Based,
End-to-End Neural Hyperlocal
Event Detection and Recommendation Framework
In this section, we present SHEDR, an end-to-end deep
learning–based hyperlocal event detection and recommendation framework. The overview of SHEDR is
shown in Figure 1. In the following sections, we discuss each of the four components of the SHEDR framework, with a particular focus on the detector and the
recommender.
3.1. Fetcher
The ﬁrst component of the SHEDR framework is the
fetcher. Given that the fetcher is not the focus of our
technical contribution, we provide a succinct description of this component. Within the fetcher, we ﬁrst
tessellate a region into small and disjoint cells for retrieving geotagged tweets. There are several motivations behind this. First, a hyperlocal event, as its name
implies, typically occurs at a speciﬁc small area and
has limited spatial impact to other areas. Moreover,
practically, by leveraging tessellation, we can aggregate geotagged tweets for each cell easily under Twitter’s API restriction (900 tweets per user every 15
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Figure 1. Workﬂow of SHEDR Framework
SHEDR:HyperlocalEventDetectionandRecommendationFrameworkonTwitter

Tweets
fetcher
(sec. 3.1)

Geotagged
tweets

Neural
recommender
(sec. 3.4)

Hyperlocal
Events

CNN-LSTM
Event detector
(sec 3.2)

Event grouper
(sec 3.3)

Ranked hyperlocal events

Note. The framework has four main components: (1) a fetcher to retrieve geotagged tweets; (2) an event detector to detect hyperlocal events from
geotagged tweets; (3) a grouper to generate event clusters; and (4) a recommender to recommend hyperlocal events to end users.

minutes).1 There are many tessellation methods such
as grid, Voronoi, and square tessellation. Here, we use
the state-of-the-art hierarchical triangular mesh (HTM)
method, following the prior literature (Krumm and
Horvitz 2015). The HTM method proposed by Kunszt
et al. (2001) is a multilevel, recursive decomposition of
the sphere that consists of equilateral triangles of nearly equal size (see Figure 2). It is widely used in spatial
search, geographical indexing, and geocoding in commercial software systems (e.g., Xapiand2). Compared
with other segmentation methods, HTM is more technically advanced and has several advantages. First,
earth is a sphere, so HTM is naturally more ﬁtting for
segmenting a geographical region on the earth’s surface than ﬂat-based approaches such as grid segmentation. On the other hand, as Krumm and Horvitz (2015)
also pointed out, density-based tessellation methods
such as Voronoi diagrams use k-means clustering to

form Voronoi regions that tend to be smaller for
densely populated areas and larger otherwise. In contrast, HTM makes no implicit assumptions about how
the extent of an event might vary with population or
any other factor, and thus is less biased. In practice, we
set the resolution of HTM at level 11, referring to the
size of the mesh. It is calculated using the formula
(6, 371, 008:8 × 2 × PI=4)=(2level ) where 6,371,008.8 is
the diameter of earth. The higher levels correspond to
higher resolution (i.e., smaller sizes) but also require
more computation. We follow Krumm and Horvitz
(2015) to use level 11 as the parameter, as it is shown
to result in the best performance. Upon completion of
the HTM tessellation, we use Twitter’s API to retrieve
geotagged tweets for each cell. It is notable that,
whereas we use HTM to segment geographical regions, our key contribution, the SHEDR framework,
can work with any tessellation methods, as these

Figure 2. Tweet Count distribution Around Chicago at 11 p.m.–12 a.m. (left) and 6–7 p.m. (right), July 15, 2018
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Note. A number in an HTM cell refers to the value of tweet count at that time interval, and an empty grid cell means no tweets.
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geographical segments are mainly used to help retrieve and aggregate geotagged tweets more effectively under Twitter’s API restriction.
3.2. Detector
Next, to detect hyperlocal events, we formulate the following hyperlocal event detection problem: let ∆t be a
p
time interval, and let St, ∆t+t be a set of geotagged
tweets posted during ∆t in a region p. For each tweet
p
s ∈ St, ∆t+t , it is associated with a tuple #tID, time,
locationID, c$, where tID is the time stamp of the tweet,
locationID is the geographical location of the tweet in
terms of latitude/longitude coordinates within p, and
c is the text content of the tweet. We want to determine
p
whether a hyperlocal event occurs in St, ∆t+t and extract
p
and identify event-related tweets from St, ∆t+t based on
their geographical, temporal, and semantic patterns.
Our model is based on the anomaly detection on
tweet volume. The prior frameworks that follow this
approach include Eyewitness (Krumm and Horvitz
2015) and DeLLe (Wei et al. 2019). We build our model based on this approach, primarily because it is
much more efﬁcient than alternative content-based
approaches (see discussion in the literature review).
This is important, because many local residents often
seek trendiness in hyperlocal events. To incorporate
the content of the tweets, we later leverage the content
data to ﬁlter out non-event-related tweets.
3.2.1. Our Model. One key observation that we build

upon is that the occurrence of a hyperlocal event tends
to generate an unusually higher number of tweets at or
around the event location during a period of time. For
example, a football game between the Seattle Seahawks
and Chicago Bears that begins at 7 p.m. at Soldier Field
in Chicago can suddenly draw increased attention and
rapidly generate a large number of tweets with keywords such as “#bears,” “#hawks,” and “#chicago,”
posted in or around the ﬁeld during the course of the
game. By contrast, there is normally a small tweet volume around Soldier Field (see Figure 3).
Based on this observation, we ﬁrst seek to predict
the tweet volume for each region. If the actual volume
is signiﬁcantly higher than the prediction, then we consider that there is likely a spike that may correspond to
a hyperlocal event. Formally, we need to identify
! > δ, where yp,t+∆t is the actual
whether yp,t+∆t − yp,t+∆t
tweet volume posted during [t, ∆t + t] in a region p,
! is the predicted “normal” tweet volume during
yp,t+∆t
[t, t + ∆t] in p, and δ is the threshold.
The technical challenge of predicting tweet volume
from a region at a given time period is largely caused
by the complex spatial and temporal dependencies.
Speciﬁcally, the time series of tweet volume can have
very strong temporal dynamics. For example, there
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Figure 3. Tweets Mentioning “#bears” Near Soldier Field
(Home of the Chicago Bears) During a Game Day

Note. A spike in tweet volume is observed.

could be periodic patterns, such as bursts near a coffee
shop in the morning. Meanwhile, there could also be
spikes about incidents such as car accidents that are totally nonstationary, making it difﬁcult to predict. On
the other hand, regions may have spatial correlations.
For example, the area of bars and restaurants near a
stadium may often see bursty tweets before and during a game and especially after the game is over.
Research on tweet volume prediction with spatiotemporal dynamics is still limited. The closest literature that we can identify is time-series prediction for
trafﬁc (Min and Wynter 2011). The traditional approach is to use autoregressive regression methods
such as ARIMA (Moreira-Matias et al. 2013). Recent
developments in deep learning have motivated a few
recent studies to use deep learning methods to model
spatial and temporal dynamics. Most recently, Wei
et al. (2019) proposed a local event detection method
on Twitter using convolutional LSTM. However, this
method does not consider spatial and temporal dynamics simultaneously.
In this work, we propose a novel joint CNN-LSTM
model for predicting the tweet volume from a region
with the consideration of both spatial and temporal
dynamics. The architecture of our model is presented in Figure 4. It is worth noting that, whereas
CNN-LSTM architectures have recently been proposed and applied to several domains such as computer vision, natural language processing, and
healthcare (e.g., Donahue et al. 2015, Wang et al.
2016), to the best of our knowledge, ours is the ﬁrst
work in the literature to develop a CNN-LSTM model for hyperlocal event detection space. More importantly, previous CNN-LSTM models rely on CNN
models to extract global representations for the
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Figure 4. Our Joint CNN-LSTM Model for Tweet Volume Prediction
Convolutional layer

Max pooling layer

LSTM layer

K

K

K

input and subsequently feed them to LSTM models.
For example, Donahue et al. (2015) used CNN to
construct global feature vectors for the input images
and LSTM to capture the spatial and temporal connection between these vectors for activity recognition. In our scenario, due to spatial dependencies,
activities in neighboring regions are more likely to
have a greater impact than distant regions on the target region. However, the global representation CNN
or its variants, such as 3D CNN, are unable to model
this spatial correlation properly. Therefore, we propose a localized CNN architecture to construct local
presentations to characterize the spatial inﬂuence of
nearby neighbors to the target region of interest. We
next present details of this model.
3.2.2. Convolutional and Pooling Layer for Spatial
Dependencies. In the CNN layer, due to spatial de-

pendencies, we consider only spatially nearby regions
at each time interval ∆t. Inspired by prior works that
capture spatial dynamics of an entire city’s trafﬁc as
an image (Ma et al. 2017), for each time interval ∆t, we
treat a region p (i.e., an HTM cell) with its surrounding neighbors as one S × S image with one channel,
in which the tweet volume from p and its neighbors
during [t, t + ∆t] is retained. Note that p is the center
of the image. The size of the image S corresponds to
the spatial granularity. In practice, we set S & 3, covering roughly the eight closest neighbors of p. We also
apply zero padding for regions at boundaries. Finally,
we can construct a series of images corresponding to
tweet volumes until time t as [Yp,1 , : : : Yp,t−2∆t : : :
Yp,t−∆t , Yp,t ]. The localized CNN then uses this series
as input, and each convolution layer is deﬁned as
k
k−1
Yp,t
& ReLU(Wtk × Yp,∆t
+ bkt ),

0
is the image representing tweet volume
where Yp,t
at any given time t for the ﬁrst convolutional layer,

Output

and so on and so forth. The parameters Wtk and bkt
are learned from data for the kth convolution layer,
and they are shared across all regions to make the
computation traceable. The notation × denotes the
convolutional operation. We use ReLU, the rectiﬁer
function, deﬁning f (z) & max(0, z) as the activation function.
After K convolution layers, we use the max pooling
layer to down-sample and consolidate the features
learned in the previous layers. We also use a dropout
layer (Srivastava et al. 2014) after the convolutional
and max-pooling layers to address overﬁtting issues.
After that, we use a ﬂattened layer to generate a feature
K
vector S"
p,t based on the output Yp,t for region p at time
t. Finally, we use a fully connected layer to further consolidate and output the feature vector Sp,t & ReLU
fc
fc
fc
fc
(W S"
p,t + b ), where W and b are learnable paramet

t

ters at time t.

t

t

3.2.3. LSTM Layer for Temporal Dependencies. To

handle temporal dependencies among tweet volumes
in a region over time, we propose to use long shortterm memory (LSTM). Whereas the 3D CNN model
may model spatial and temporal aspects of tweet volumes as a whole, it is important to note that such a solution may suffer data sparsity issues, as there may be
no tweets posted during a speciﬁc time in a speciﬁc
area. Instead, since we model spatiality and temporality separately in our joint CNN-LSTM model, this problem can be avoided. Speciﬁcally, LSTM maintains a
memory cell ct for time t, which is used to store information prior to t. The input gate it controls the new information accumulated at ct at time t. The forget gate ft
determines whether to wipe the past information or
store it on the memory cell at the previous time t − 1.
Finally, the output gate ot controls which information
should be used for the output of the memory cell. Here,
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we use the following equations to describe LSTM used
in our model for temporal dependencies:
Gate
#
$
ip,t & σ Wi gp,t + Ui hp,t−∆t + bi
#
$
fp,t & σ Wf gp,t + Uf hp,t−∆t + bf
#
$
op,t & σ Wo gp,t + Uo hp,t−∆t + bo
Transformation

θp,t & tanh(Wg gp,t + Ug hp,t−∆t + bg )

State update

cp,t & fp,t ' cp,t−∆t + ip,t ' θp,t
hp,t & op,t ' tanh(cp,t )

where f , i, and o are gate vectors, σ denotes the sigmoid function, ' is the element-wise product, tanh is
the hyperbolic tangent function, and W, U, b are parameters learned from training. Note that the LSTM
part takes the output representation from the localized CNN Sp,t as the input. The output of region p of
LSTM after h time intervals is hp,t .
3.2.4. Output Layer. This layer outputs the ﬁnal result

from our CNN-LSTM model for tweet volume prediction for region p during [t, t + ∆t]. Since the value
about tweet volumes is continuous, the prediction
task requires a regression model. Therefore, instead of
using a softmax classiﬁer, we use a linear decoder in
the ﬁnal fully connected layer. We deﬁne it as
yp,t+∆t & Wd hp,t + bd ,

where hp,t is the vector learned from the LSTM layer
that contains the inﬂuence of both temporal and spatial
dependencies on region p at time t, y is the predicted
tweet volume for region p in the next time interval
[t, t + ∆t], and Wd and bd denote the weight and bias
associated with the linear decoder.
To train the model, given a training set X &
{xpt1 , xpt+1 : : : xpt+m
, xpt2 , : : : xpt+m
}, and their corresponding
n
1
1
, ypt2 , : : : ypt+m
}, we
tweet volume Y & {ypt1 , ypt+1 : : : ypt+m
n
1
1
deﬁne the loss function
m, n
1 %
L(θ) &
(h(xi,j ) − yi,j (2 ,
2mn i&1, j&1

where θ are all learnable parameters in our model. We
use Adam (Kingma and Ba 2014) for optimization, and
Tensorﬂow and Keras to implement our proposed model.
In practice, as we discussed before, sometimes the
spatiotemporal patterns of tweet volumes may be periodic (e.g., unusual tweet volumes every morning near
a coffee shop), which should not be mistakenly classiﬁed as a local event. To capture the periodic timevarying changes and novelty of the event, instead of

! ,
measuring the difference between yp,t+∆t and yp,t+∆t
we measure the normalized prediction difference as
! &

!
yp,t+∆t − yp,t+∆t
,
SD(h, d, w)

where SD(h, d, w) is the standard deviation of prediction differences on week w, hour h, and day d over region p during [t, t + ∆t]. In practice, we use data from
the prior eight weeks to measure this normalized prediction difference. We varied the threshold for ! from
0.5 to 5.0 and ﬁnd that 3.0 achieves the best accuracy
in detecting events.
3.3. Grouper
Our event detector returns geotagged tweets posted
from the region of interest where spatiotemporal unusualness is detected. It is possible that these tweets
may correspond to multiple events occurring in the
same region around the same time. To separate these
events after event detection, we propose an incremental clustering algorithm to cluster the event-associated
tweets into event clusters effectively. One beneﬁt of our
clustering algorithm is that it does not require prior
knowledge of the number of clusters. Instead, it assigns
a tweet to a new cluster if other clusters are not similar
to the tweet. Otherwise, this tweet is assigned to the
cluster with the highest similarity. In order to measure
the similarity, we consider several types of features of
tweets and event clusters, including the following:
• temporal features: weekend or weekday, day of
week;
• social features: count of mentions and replies,
count of retweets, count of likes;
• tweet-centric features: topics of tweets and clusters
using the topical model LDA (Blei et al. 2003), the tweet
length, and 2-grams with TF-IDF scores.
In practice, we ﬁrst construct these features for the
tweet and the event cluster. Then, during the clustering process, we measure the distance between tweet t
and cluster Ci based on these features as sim(t, Ci ) &
1 %
tj ∈Ci dist(t, tj ), where dist(t, tj ) is the Euclidean dis|Ci |
tance between tweet t and tj from cluster Ci .
Once the event clusters are created, we apply a classiﬁcation model to each event cluster to determine
whether a cluster indeed represents a local event. This
step can potentially improve our event detection algorithm’s accuracy beyond our joint CNN-LSTM model
for detecting spatiotemporal anomalies. Speciﬁcally,
we compute the aforementioned features for each
event cluster. In addition, we measure the volume of
tweets within each cluster as well as the prediction
difference !ˆ . We then train and learn a logistic regression classiﬁer with these features to predict whether
the cluster actually represents a hyperlocal event. As a
result, we can ﬁlter out nonevent clusters and return
true hyperlocal events for recommendation.
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3.4. Recommender
To make the hyperlocal events more accessible, we
need to rank these detected events to identify and recommend the top matches for a local resident. Formally,
we deﬁne the problem of hyperlocal event recommendation as follows. Assume that there is a set of users
U & {u1 , u2 , : : : um } and a set of hyperlocal events
E & {e1 , e2 , : : : en }. For each event, let yik denote ui ’s interest on event ek . The value of yik is either 1 (relevant) or 0
(nonrelevant) with the ordinal relationship (i.e., 0 < 1).
The objective of the recommendation is to generate a
relevance score y such that
yij > yik  ui prefers event ej to ek :
Inspired by the recent promising results of applying
deep learning to recommender systems (Zhang et al.
2019), we propose a deep learning–based personalized
pairwise ranking module that extends generalized
matrix factorization to provide both linearity and nonlinearity for predicting the relevance score y. We next
present the design of our model.
3.4.1. A Neural Model for Hyperlocal Events Recommendation. The architecture of our model is shown in

Figure 5. The input to our model is the user ui , two hyperlocal events ek and ej , contextual features about
these events, as well as the user preferences. The
structure of the model is thus symmetric vertically
with the user in the middle and two events on each
side. The input layer consists of vectors vi , vj , and vk
about the identity of the user and events through a binary sparse one-hot encoding, where 1 at the i th position of vi indicates ui , and so on.
Next, above the input layer is a fully connected embedding layer. The goal is to project the sparse

representation of the user and events to a much denser representation. Note that the embedding dimensions for user and events are the same. Formally, we
have embeddings as
si & PT vi ,

sj & QT vj ,

sk & LT vk ,

where P ∈ RM×K , Q ∈ RN×K , L ∈ RN×K are embedding
matrices for the user and two hyperlocal events. Note
that, since we use one-hot encoding for users and
hyperlocal events in the input layer, the obtained embedding vectors si , sj , sk essentially capture latent information about the user i and events j and k in a latent
factor model. After that, analogous to the principles of
matrix-factorization methods in recommender systems
and, more recently, neural CF models (He et al. 2017),
we perform element-wise product multiplication as
mij & si ' sj ,

mik & si ' sk ,

where mij ∈ R
and mik ∈ RM×N capture the twoway interaction of latent factors of user i and hyperlocal event j, and user i and hyperlocal event k, respectively, via linear combination.
As our goal is to provide personalized ranking of
hyperlocal events to make them more accessible to the
potential audience, in addition to the user and events,
we also consider the contextual information to describe user preferences on events. There are several
beneﬁts of leveraging this auxiliary information. First
of all, the model may face a sparsity issue, in the sense
that a user may be interested in very few events.
Therefore, it is challenging to recommend newly

Figure 5. Our Neural Model for Hyperlocal Event Recommendation

M×N
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detected events to the user, since the previous implicit
feedback from the user is limited. Second, as we discussed earlier, hyperlocal events are reported by and
mainly consumed by local residents within a community. There may be many reasons why a resident is
interested in a hyperlocal event; for example, the resident might be interested in the topic of the event, or
the event just occurred near where the resident lives,
or the resident has many friends who are interacting
with others about the event on Twitter. Therefore, we
further enhance our model by incorporating three
types of contextual cues regarding topical, geographical, and social aspects of a hyperlocal event.
Formally, let T, G, S to capture user i’s latent preference of topics of a hyperlocal event, geographic of
the event, and social aspect of the event. Similar to the
embedding layer, we have
qTi & TT vi ,

T
qG
i & G vi ,

qSi & ST vi ,

S
where qTi , qG
i , qi capture the latent user preference for
topics, geography, and social aspects for user i. Note
that, similar to the embedding layer, the contextual
preference hidden layer is also fully connected above
user input and is to be learned. After that, we capture
the interaction between user preference and the event’s
contextual features by performing element-wise multiplication to measure how well the event features and
user preferences are aligned:
topics

pij

geo

& qTi ' eTj ,

G
pij & qG
i ' ej ,

eTj ,

eG
j ,

eSj

& qSi ' eSj ,
psocial
ij

represent the topic, geography, and
where
social features of the hyperlocal event j. Note that the
setting is the same for the hyperlocal event k. (We discuss how to derive these contextual features in the
next section.) Next, we concatenate the general preference of user i and event j, mij and the contextual preference of the event and user in the merge layer as
&
'T
geo
"ij & mij ptopics
m
pij psocial
:
ij
ij
Similarly, for user i and event k, we have
&
'T
geo
"ik & mik ptopics
m
pik psocial
:
ik
ik

We use standard multilayer perceptron (MLP) layers
on the concatenated vector to learn the interaction between user and event latent features. As a result, our
model can handle nonlinear, in addition to linear, interactions between the user and hyperlocal events. By contrast, the traditional way of matrix factorization–based

recommendation considers only the linear relationship
via the element-wise product on the user and events.
Thus, our model is more ﬂexible and has better expressiveness. More precisely, for event j and user i (the setting is similar for event k), we have
"ij ),
z1 & δ(m

δ2 (z1 ) & a(W2T z1 + b2 ),
:::
δL (zL−1 ) & aL (WLT zL−1 + bL ):

Finally, we have, as the output of the predicted relevance score,
rij & δ(hT δL (zL−1 )),

where W is the weight matrix, b is the bias vector, and
δ() is the activation function for the j th layer in the
MLP. We use ReLU as the activation function, as it is
popular in neural recommendation models.
To train the model, we need to minimize the pointwise loss between rij − rik and its target value yijk . Speciﬁcally, our model takes user-event pairs as instances
in learning and formulates the learning task as classiﬁcation. As we mentioned earlier, let ei1 and ei2 be two
events associated with ui . The preference relationship
ei1 > ei2 means that ei1 is more relevant than ei2 with respect to ui , which can be represented by (rij − rik ) > 0.
Otherwise, (rij − rik ) < 0 if xi1 < xi2 . We transform the
relevance into a set of preference instances with labels
yi & +1 (when xi1 > xi2 ) and yi & −1 (when xi1 < xi2 ) as
the product between the predicted difference (rij − rik )
and ground truth. As a result, a larger value is acquired if their signs are aligned. Therefore, we have
the following optimization formulation for training:
max

l
%
i&1

( ( (
)))
ln δ yi · xi1 − xi2 − λ(θ(2 :

In practice, we initialize the weight matrices with random values in [0, 1]. We use the Adam optimization
algorithm (Kingma and Ba 2014) for gradient updates.
Our model converges roughly 20 epochs given our
training data.
3.4.2. Modeling Topical, Geographical, and Social
Contextual Features. As we have discussed, our mod-

el incorporates three important contextual features.
We next discuss these features and how we model
them in detail.

Topical. The ﬁrst important feature that we consider
is the topical proximity between a target user’s interest and a candidate event’s description. We consider
this feature following the engagement and endurability theories, which state that individuals are more
willing to relive a previous good experience (O’Brien
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and Toms 2008). The application of this theory here
indicates that a user may be interested in an event if
its topics are similar to the topics for which the user
has shown an interest in her or his tweets.
Two popular approaches that are used for learning
a user’s interest from Twitter data are the “contentcentric” approach (e.g., Xu et al. 2011), wherein user
interest is learned from content posted by the user,
and the “following-centric” approach (e.g., Burgess
et al. 2013), wherein user interest is learned from the
user’s following list. As the two approaches largely
complement each other, we develop a hybrid approach that combines the advantages of both approaches to better measure the topical proximity. First,
we collect past tweets posted by user u and eventrelated tweets of a local event e detected by our event
detection algorithm. After standard text preprocessing,
such as stemming and tokenization, we apply the topic
model LDA to learn topic distributions Qu and Qe
from u’s past tweets and e’s associated tweets, respectively. We set the number of topics K to 25, as that
number achieves the best prediction performance in
terms of the lowest perplexity score. As a result, we
represent Qu and Qe as a vector of 25 topic distributions. Finally, we measure topical proximity between
Qe and Qu by applying the symmetric Jensen–Shannon
(JS) divergence: SimContent (Qe , Qu ) & 12 DKL (Qu (M) +
1
2 DKL (Qe (M), where
%
− 1≤i≤K Qu (i) QM(i)
is
u (i)

M & 12 (Qu + Qe ) and DKL (Qu (M) &

the standard KL-diverge function.
Intuitively, higher JS-divergence means that the user’s
topical interests are aligned with the event’s topics.
In addition, we also develop a following-centric
method for measuring the topical proximity. First, for
each user that u follows on Twitter, we obtain her or
his Twitter proﬁle description. After combining these
descriptions as a single text document, we learn a topic distribution Qf from this document again using
LDA, where we set the number of topics K to 25. We
again calculate the topical proximity between Qf and
the topic distribution of event Qe using JS-divergence,
Simfollowing (Qf , Qe ) & 12 DKL (Qf (M) + 12 DKL (Qe (M), where
M & 12 (Qf + Qe ). This time, higher JS-divergence indicates that the user’s topical interests—as reﬂected in
the people whom the user is following—are closer to
the event’s topics.
Finally, we combine the content-centric and
following-centric measures as a weighted combination to represent ﬁnal topical proximity between user
and event: Simtopical (e, u) & αSimContent (Te , Tu ) + (1 − α)
Simfollowing (Te , Tu ), where α is the weight assigned to
each measure to reﬂect its importance, and we set α &
0:38 in practice.
Geographical. It is generally known that an individu-

al’s ofﬂine geographical location can affect her or his

online behavior such as tie formation, interaction with
other users, and information diffusion (Takhteyev
et al. 2012). Based on prior ﬁndings and following the
underlying principle in most location-aware recommender systems (Scellato et al. 2011), we assume that,
ceteris paribus, a user would be more interested in
that event as the user is closer to the event’s location.
The location of the candidate event is already
known when we detect the event using HTMs. Thus,
we need to infer the user’s location to measure the location proximity. Whereas inferring a user’s location
from locations of their friends or the content of their
tweets is possible according to recent studies (Cheng
et al. 2010), such inference usually comes at the resolution of a city or a state. This will cause a mismatch in
measuring the location proximity, as our detected
events are at a neighborhood level.
To address this challenge, we proactively ask the
users to enter the top three neighborhoods that they
most care about/are most interested in when they ﬁrst
use our recommender system. With user location as
available information, let Lu be the set of centering
latitude-longitude coordinates of places that the user
prefers. Then, to measure the geographical proximity
between user-preferred location Lu and the event’s location Le , we deﬁne the following formula:
1 %
Simlocation (u, e) &
KH (li , Le ),
|Lu | li ∈Lu
where KH (li , Le ) & σ2 exp(−(li − Le (2 =2σ2 ) is the Gaussian kernel.

Social. Our last cue is the social proximity between the

user and the individuals who are already involved in
the event on Twitter. It is known that a user’s social network can signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the user’s behavior
(Hong et al. 2018). In the area of event studies, Gil de
Zúñiga and Valenzuela (2011) showed that there exists a
positive relationship between individuals’ online social
network and their ofﬂine engagement. Their study further showed that social ties among individuals, in particular, the weak ties, are the key predictors of their involvement in civic issues. Social proximity also plays an
important role in many recommendation tasks (Ye et al.
2012). Therefore, following the literature, we expect that
the likelihood of the user u interested in an event e depends on the number of individuals who have weak ties
with u who are already engaged with e on Twitter.
We deﬁne a weak tie on Twitter as a unidirectional
link between two Twitter users. In other words, following a user or being followed by a user on Twitter
can be considered as having a weak tie with that user.
Based on this, we deﬁne the social proximity between
user u and event e as
|Gu ∩Pe |
Simsocial (u, e) &
,
|Gu ∪Pe |
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where Gu is the group of individuals whom u is following on Twitter and Pe are the individuals who
have already engaged with the event prior to u. This
measure basically examines social proximity between
u and e in terms of the overlaps between the weak ties
of u and individuals involved in the event.

4. Performance Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our
proposed SHEDR framework. In the following subsections, we ﬁrst present details of data collection. We
then discuss the model settings, baselines, and evaluation metrics. Next, we report the performance of our
event recommender with baseline models. In addition, we also examine the effect of contextual features
on our model’s performance. Finally, we investigate
how our models can perform and converge with respect to different amounts of training data.
4.1. Data Collection
Our evaluation is based on two large sets of geotagged tweets collected from Seattle and Chicago. The
total number of tweets is roughly 900,000 in the Chicago area and 450,000 in the Seattle area, in the period
from June 23 to August 23, 2018. For the hyperlocal
event detection task, since we need to predict tweet
volume based on previous volumes, we split the data
set based on the time stamp by using tweets posted in
the ﬁrst 45 days as training and validation (at a ratio
of 0.2), for training our CNN-LSTM tweet volume prediction model, and using tweets posted in the last 15
days for testing. The same data set also applies to our
grouper module. To construct the ground truth for
hyperlocal events, we sampled 1,000 event clusters
randomly from HTMs of each city using our algorithm. We then hired 108 annotators from Amazon
Mechanical Turk, who are required to be proﬁcient in
the English language to obtain the ground truth for
these events. Speciﬁcally, each detected hyperlocal
event was presented with a sample of its associated
tweets to its annotators. We also show a map displaying the location of the event along with these tweets.
For each candidate event, we ask each annotator to
determine if these tweets really are about a local
event. The annotator needs to choose either yes, no, or
unsure. Each event was annotated by three different
annotators ($0.02 per event, up to 200 events per annotator). Finally, 72.4% of events were determined to
be hyperlocal events, 24.3% were determined to be
nonlocal events, and the rest were “unsure,” and so
we ignored them in our evaluation. On the other
hand, for the hyperlocal event detection task, we constructed the training and test data sets based on those
events. We recruited 100 residents from Seattle and
Chicago, respectively, from Amazon Mechanical Turk
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and asked them to label the detected events as interested (1) or not interested (0) individually. We paid
annotators $0.1 per event for up to 200 events per annotator. As a requirement for our recruitment, every
participant should be an active Twitter user. Thus, we
also obtained these individuals’ Twitter proﬁles, as
well as their interested neighborhoods in Seattle and
Chicago. We later used this information for measuring
topical, geographical, and social proximities. Finally,
based on these labeled events, we can construct over
75,000 tuples (i, j, k) for training and testing our recommendation algorithm, where i, j, k corresponds to the
user index and indexes for two hyperlocal events; in
our setting, user i prefers j over k.
4.2. Model Setup
For the event detection detector, we set K & 3, τ & 3 × 3
for the ﬁlter size; in total, 20 ﬁlters were used. We use
batch normalization for the localized CNN, and the
batch size is 64. We set the dropout rate to 0.5. We set
the sequence length to 4 in LSTM. For the event recommender, we set the user and event latent factor dimensions to 100. For the MLP, we use three hidden layers
with layer dimensions 300, 200, and 100, respectively.
We use mini-batch gradient descent with batch size as
512. We also tune the regularization parameters and
set λ & 5. For both models, we apply early stopping to
terminate training if there is no decrease on validation
loss for three epochs, to avoid overﬁtting.
4.3. Baseline Approaches
We use the following baselines to evaluate the performance of our hyperlocal event detector:
• EvenTweet (Abdelhaq et al. 2013), which detects
keywords that have bursty temporal and spatial patterns. The detected keywords then are grouped to ﬁnd
hyperlocal events.
• Eyewitness (Krumm and Horvitz 2015), which ﬁnds
unusual spikes in tweet volume in local areas via a regression model and classiﬁes them as hyperlocal events.
• TF-IDF-based approach (Naaman et al. 2011), which
clusters tweets based on their textual content represented as TF-IDF vectors and characterizes the clusters
as events or nonevents.
• Wavelet-based approach (Weng and Lee 2011), which
explores a term’s burstiness using the standard wavelet
transform and calculates the pairwise correlation between bursty terms. Finally, it uses coherently connected bursty terms to signal an event’s occurrence.
• DeLLe (Wei et al. 2019), which is a deep learning–
based approach using LSTM.
Next, to evaluate our hyperlocal event recommender,
we compare it to the following competing recommendation approaches commonly used in the literature:
• Chronological: We rank events based on their chronological order directly, which is the default way of
tweet ranking on Twitter.
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• Retweet: We rank events based on the number of
times that they are retweeted/shared. This approach
mainly focuses on the popularity of an event and
ignores personalization.
• Proﬁling: We rank events based on the content similarity between event-related tweets (for the detected
events data set) and the user’s proﬁle. This strategy is
mainly used in modern content-based recommender
systems (Pazzani and Billsus 2007).
• Matrix factorization (MF): This is a popular method
used in many collaborative ﬁltering-based recommender systems. Here, we implement the state-of-the-art approached called Sorec (Ma et al. 2008).
• Neural collaborative ﬁltering (NCF): MLP-based neural recommendation model from (He et al. 2017). We
set it with three hidden layers, with the size of the dimensions the same as ours.
4.4. Performance Metrics
To examine the performance of hyperlocal event detection, we use standard metrics such as precision, recall, and F-1 score measures. Precision measures the
percentage of detected hyperlocal events that are indeed hyperlocal based on our labeled event corpus.
Recall measures the fraction of actual hyperlocal
events detected out of all hyperlocal local events. It is
important to note that measuring recall is very difﬁcult. This is because, in practice, we do not know how
many actual hyperlocal events are out there in the real
world, as there is no repository of ground truth of hyperlocal events. In fact, many hyperlocal events may
go unreported (this actually reﬂects the value of tools
like SHEDR that help local residents discover happenings in their community). Therefore, we follow the
same practice of previous event detection studies
(e.g., Krumm and Horvitz 2015, Wei et al. 2019) and
have our “recall” and F-1 score calculated based on a
pseudo ground truth of hyperlocal events constructed
by combining a set of distinct true positive hyperlocal
events reported by different baselines.
On the other hand, for evaluating the event recommender, we adopt popular metrics in the recommender system literature for evaluation, namely, precision
at position k, recall at position k, and F-1 at position k.
Basically, these measures are modiﬁcations of the
standard precision, recall, and F-1 measure but reﬂect
the importance of ranking in the recommendation results. Formally, we have that
N
1%
|GroundTruth(ui ) ∩ Listk (ui )|
P@k &
,
|k|
N i&1

N
1%
|GroundTruth(ui ) ∩ Listk (ui )|
R@k &
,
|GroundTruth(ui )|
N i&1

F1@k &

2 · P@k + R@k
,
P@k + R@k

Table 1. Performance Comparison of Event Detection on

the Seattle Data Set

Method
EvenTweet
Eyewitness
DeLLe
TF-IDF approach
Wavelet approach
Our method

Precision (gain) Recall (gain) F-1 score (gain)
42.2
62.1
72.3
51.4
49.3
89.6

(112.3%)
(44.3%)
(23.9%)
(74.3%)
(81.7%)

40.2
61.2
60.1
45.2
43.3
73.5

(82.8%)
(20.1%)
(22.3%)
(62.6%)
(69.7%)

41.2
61.6
65.6
48.1
46.1
80.8

(96.1%)
(31.2%)
(23.2%)
(68.0%)
(75.3%)

where GroundTruth(ui ) is the ground truth of what
user ui prefers in the test data and Listk (ui ) is the top k
recommended hyperlocal event list for ui .
4.5. Performance of Hyperlocal Event Detector
We begin by evaluating the performance of the hyperlocal event detector in Tables 1 and 2. We ﬁrst observe
that our model signiﬁcantly improves EvenTweet,
Eyewitness, TF-IDF, and Wavelet approaches in all the
metrics. The performance of DeLLe is better than these
baselines, but our method still outperforms it with an
improvement of 23.9% on precision and 22.3% on recall for the Seattle data set and 27.6% on precision and
13.8% on recall for the Chicago data set, demonstrating
the effectiveness of our joint CNN-LSTM model for detecting tweet volume unusualness with the characterizations of both spatial and temporal dependencies.
One key parameter in our model is the threshold !,
which controls the sensitivity of our unusualness detection. To evaluate how this parameter affects our model
performance, we show the precision, recall, and F-1
measures when varying !: Tables 3 and 4 show the results on two data sets. In general, the precision increases as ! increases. This is because a larger ! means
a greater difference between the actual tweet volume
and the predicted tweet volume, indicating that there
were many more tweets than usual, which leads to a
likely hyperlocal event. Accordingly, recall drops as !
increases. When ! & 3, we ﬁnd the highest F-1 score,
which we used for event detection.
4.6. Performance of Hyperlocal Event
Recommender
The performance comparison of the hyperlocal event
recommendation results of P@k and R@k for the two
Table 2. Performance Comparison of Event Detection on

the Chicago Data Set

Method
EventTweet
Eyewitness
DeLLe
TF-IDF approach
Wavelet approach
Our method

Precision
39.3
59.7
67.2
52.3
54.2
85.8

(118.3%)
(43.7%)
(27.7%)
(64.1%)
(58.3%)

Recall
39.1
60.3
62.8
51.1
52.7
71.5

(82.9%)
(18.6%)
(13.9%)
(39.9%)
(35.7%)

F-1 score
39.2
60.0
64.9
51.7
53.4
78.0

(99.0%)
(30.0%)
(20.2%)
(50.9%)
(46.1%)
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Table 3. Sensitivity of Model Parameter on the Seattle Data

Set
!
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
5

Precision

Recall

F-1 score

68.2
75.4
79.6
79.7
85.1
89.6
90.2
90.7
91.2
92.8

80.2
77.2
76.5
75.5
74.2
73.5
70.2
54.2
40.2
34.2

73.7
76.3
78.0
77.5
79.3
80.8
79.0
67.9
55.8
50.0

data sets is shown in Tables 5–8. Overall, the simplest,
chronological strategy approach achieves the worst
performance. Also, recommendation based on retweet
approach performs poorly. On the other hand, the
content-based proﬁling method and the collaborative
ﬁltering method are slightly better in terms of precision at k and recall at k measure. The best baseline
method is the state-of-the-art deep learning–based
NCF approach which achieves an average of 72% precision and 70% recall on two data sets. In comparison,
our approach models not just content but also location
and social factors in a neural pairwise ranking model
that achieves over an average of 15.2% and 13.1% improvements compared with NCF in terms of precision
and recall at k. A similar pattern also holds on the
Chicago data set, where our approach again achieves
the best precision and recall at k, or 17.4% and 18.5%
improvements, compared with NCF.
On the other hand, because our model comprises
three major contextual features—topical proximity,
social proximity, and geographical proximity—it is
useful to examine the effectiveness of each feature and
the robustness of our approach. Therefore, we perform several experiments by focusing on the performance of just one feature at a time and combine them
later. We report the results in Tables 9–10 on the Seattle data set. The results on the Chicago data set are
similar. It is clear that topical proximity is the most
Table 4. Sensitivity of Model Parameter on the Chicago

Data Set
!
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
5

Precision

Recall

F-1 score

66.2
73.4
76.8
79.2
81.1
85.8
90.2
91.2
91.8
93.1

83.4
80.5
77.5
75.3
73.3
71.5
66.2
54.8
42.3
40.6

73.8
76.8
77.1
77.2
77.0
78.0
76.4
68.5
57.9
56.5
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helpful single feature in terms of achieving higher
precision and recall than social proximity and geographical proximity, which is expected, as residents often view the event content before deciding to engage
with it or not. On the other hand, social proximity plays
a more important role in recall and geographical proximity, while the latter is more important to the performance of prediction. Nevertheless, we achieve the best
recommendation performance when we combine all the
features together, resulting in an average improvement
of 20% on precision and an average improvement of
15.6% on recall.
Finally, Figure 6 shows the convergence of our
model in terms of F1@k. Our model converges at
around 20 rounds, or approximately 10 minutes, indicating its robustness and efﬁciency.

5. General Discussion
Social media have emerged as signiﬁcant and important sources of information for individuals and organizations. Compared with traditional media, social
media have many advantages in terms of creating and
disseminating content (Hong et al. 2018) and have become the de facto platforms to satisfy individuals’
needs for information and social interactions. However,
social media also tend to have the issue of noisiness of
information and overload for user cognitive capacity.
We seek to design and implement novel methods to
identify, extract, summarize, and recommend events
for local residents in the noisy and overloaded web environment, which has increasingly become one of the
most important research objectives on the intersection
of information systems and computer science (Gregor
and Hevner 2013). Designing algorithms and systems
to provide actionable insights to individuals about
hyperlocal events is important for individuals’ life
quality and society’s public discourse and, therefore,
is highly relevant to the emerging research on using
analytics to address societal issues. In this study, we
design and evaluate SHEDR, a novel end-to-end deep
learning–based hyperlocal event detection and recommendation framework to help keep residents
aware of and engaged with relevant and important
community events.
Our approach builds on and signiﬁcantly extends
prior work in the intersecting information systems
and social computing literatures (Adomavicius and
Tuzhilin 2011, Krumm and Horvitz 2015, Tim et al.
2017). Speciﬁcally, we ﬁrst develop a novel event
detection model based on joint CNN-LSTM that is capable of effectively characterizing spatiotemporal dependencies that capture unusual spikes of tweets in a region of interest. Speciﬁcally, in previous CNN-LSTM
models for computer vision, natural language processing, and healthcare (e.g., Donahue et al. 2015, Wang et al.
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Table 5. Recommendation Performance (%) on Precision on the Seattle Data Set
P@1
Chronological
Retweet
Proﬁling
MF
NCF
Our method

28.5
28.9
51.2
71.1
75.4

P@3

(210.2%)
(205.9%)
(72.7%)
(24.3%)
(17.2%)
88.4

26.7
31.2
48.1
68.2
73.1

P@5

(213.1%)
(167.9%)
(73.8%)
(22.6%)
(14.4%)
83.6

17.8
31.3
45.6
64.3
71.8

P@10

(360.7%)
(162.0%)
(79.8%)
(27.5%)
(14.2%)
82.0

12.8
35.1
45.5
61.2
68.9

(518.8%)
(125.6%)
(74.1%)
(29.4%)
(14.9%)
79.2

Table 6. Recommendation Performance (%) on Recall on the Seattle Data Set
R@1
Chronological
Retweet
Proﬁling
MF
NCF
Our method

26.2
27.5
55.5
67.5
77.3

R@3

(222.1%)
(206.9%)
(52.1%)
(25.0%)
(9.2%)
84.4

25.4
26.6
56.3
63.2
71.3

R@5

(222.4%)
(207.9%)
(45.5%)
(29.6%)
(14.9%)
81.9

14.4
24.3
55.8
58.2
67.6

R@10

(432.6%)
(215.6%)
(37.5%)
(31.8%)
(13.5%)
76.7

13.4
23.6
53.8
53.9
62.4

(438.8%)
(205.9%)
(34.2%)
(34.0%)
(15.7%)
72.2

Table 7. Recommendation Performance (%) on Precision on Chicago Data set
P@1
Chronological
Retweet
Proﬁling
MF
NCF
Our method

18.3
32.1
52.2
71.5
76.5

P@3

(387.4%)
(177.9%)
(70.9%)
(24.8%)
(16.6%)
89.2

17.7
34.0
48.1
68.3
74.4

P@5

(396.6%)
(158.5%)
(82.7%)
(28.7%)
(18.1%)
87.9

18.8
33.8
46.1
63.3
71.1

P@10

(337.2%)
(143.2%)
(78.3%)
(29.9%)
(15.6%)
82.2

12.7
35.4
45.3
61.4
66.7

(518.1%)
(121.8%)
(73.3%)
(27.9%)
(17.7%)
78.5

Table 8. Recommendation Performance (%) on Recall on the Chicago Data Set
R@1
Chronological
Retweet
Proﬁling
MF
NCF
Our method

16.2
27.5
45.5
67.5
72.5

R@3

(439.5%)
(217.8%)
(92.1%)
(29.5%)
(20.6%)
87.4

15.4
26.6
46.3
63.2
70.3

R@5

(442.2%)
(213.9%)
(80.3%)
(32.1%)
(18.8%)
83.5

14.4
24.3
45.8
58.2
68.6

R@10

(460.4%)
(232.1%)
(76.2%)
(38.7%)
(17.6%)
80.7

13.4
23.6
43.8
53.9
66.4

(479.1%)
(228.8%)
(77.2%)
(44.0%)
(16.9%)
77.6

Table 9. Effect of Contextual Features (%) on Precision on the Seattle Data Set
Topical
P@1
P@3
P@5
P@10

77.8
76.5
74.2
69.1

(13.6%)
(9.3%)
(10.5%)
(14.6%)

Geographical
74.8
73.5
68.4
66.2

(18.2%)
(13.7%)
(19.9%)
(19.6%)

Social
69.2
63.8
63.4
59.3

Topical + Geographical + Social

(27.7%)
(31.0%)
(29.3%)
(33.6%)

88.4
83.6
82.0
79.2

Table 10. Effect of Contextual Features (%) on Recall on the Seattle Data Set
Topical
R@1
R@3
R@5
R@10

74.7
72.7
69.2
67.5

(13.0%)
(12.7%)
(10.8%)
(7.0%)

Geographical
69.1
67.5
64.4
59.5

(22.1%)
(21.3%)
(19.1%)
(21.3%)

Social
72.2
69.8
66.4
65.3

(16.9%)
(17.3%)
(15.5%)
(10.6%)

Topical + Geographical + Social
84.4
81.9
76.7
72.2
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Figure 6. Convergence of Our Event Recommendation
Model

2016), CNN is used to extract global representations for
the input and subsequently feed them to LSTM models.
In scenarios similar to ours, spatial dependencies need
to be addressed, as activities in neighboring regions are
more likely to have a greater impact on the target region
than activities in distant regions, according to the ﬁrst
law of geography. Prior models with the global representation CNN are unable to properly capture this spatial correlation. By contrast, our CNN-LSTM model uses
a new localized CNN architecture that constructs local
feature representations only for spatially nearby regions.
In this way, spatial dependencies are better retained. For
evaluation, our novel model signiﬁcantly outperforms
other state-of-the-art existing approaches. Next, we extend prior research on context-aware recommendation
systems (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin 2011, Panniello et al.
2016) by building a deep learning–based hyperlocal
event recommender based on pairwise ranking, exploiting several proximity-based contextual signals, such as
topical proximity between the user’s topic preference
and the event’ description, social proximity based on the
user’s and the event participants’ proﬁles, and geographical proximity based on the user’s location and the
event’s location. The evaluation results show that contextual signals can help signiﬁcantly improve hyperlocal
event recommendation performance by a margin of
over 15% over baseline methods in terms of both precision and recall.
Our research can be applied to practical settings. The
methods proposed can be used for various event detection and recommendation tasks to promote awareness,
strengthen bonds among community members, and
cultivate a culture of civic engagement (Galliers 2011).
In the context of citizen journalism, an uptrend phenomenon outside mainstream news production circles,
resident reporters mainly use journalistic practices that
are similar to those used by professional journalists,
but they rely more on alternative information sources,
such as social media, than traditional or mainstream
journalists (Radsch 2013). Our research demonstrates to
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practitioners the effectiveness of novel automated deep
learning approaches in harnessing social media’s digital
capabilities for distilling and recommending newsworthy information in the noisy social media context.
Given the paramount importance of hyperlocal community and civic engagement in society, we believe that
our research provides actionable techniques and stateof-the-art frameworks that can help enhance civic engagement. It is our hope that this is a mere ﬁrst step toward more research that focuses on high-performance
event detection and context-aware recommendation systems, which have the potential to enhance civic engagement for a healthy and prosperous society.

6. Data Set
In accordance with the Journal on Computing’s data
policy, we are sharing the data set used in the paper
at https://henryyhu.github.io/jocdata2.zip.
Endnotes
1

See https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/twitter-api/v1/rate-limits.

2

See https://kronuz.io/Xapiand/tutorials/spatial-search/#searching.
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